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as well, digging deep into the heart
of Maggie, Esterhazy's protective
and strong but vulnerable protagonist. The hopelessness in Canning's
eyes is palpable and captivating, as
Maggie desperately fights to hold
their lives together when her sister suddenly goes missing and she
must seek help from her distant
neighbours.
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It is a dark night on the prairies.
A horse shrieks in its stable. Two
young women scurry towards a
barn with a lantern to see what the
trouble is. As the eldest shines her
flickering light on the stallion in
dismay, she sees the blood covering its head.
The horse is sick, and it's their
only one. Without batting an eye,
she tells her sister to leave. She
knows what has to be done.
"I'm so sorry," she repeats, tears
streaming down her face as she
raises her shotgun towards the
beast and fires.
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So begins Black Field, the feature debut from Winnipeg filmmaker Danishka Esterhazy. Set in
th century southern Manitoba,
the film follows the lives of two sisters living alone on the prairies.
Since their father passed away
from typhoid years previous,
Maggie (Sara Canning) has been
forced to take care of her young
sister Rose (Ferron Guerreiro) by
herself. When a charming, mysterious young French Canadian
named David (Mathieu Bourguet)
arrives at the isolated farm, seeking a place to stay for the night, it
sets off a series of events that will

change the girls’ lives forever.
Esterhazy's tragic tale of lust,
desperation and isolation was inspired by the Victorian gothic
novels of the Bronte sisters, who,
like Maggie and Rose, experienced
tragedy firsthand at a young age –
their eldest sisters also fell ill and
died suddenly.
While Esterhazy wears her
dark inspiration on her sleeve,
she weaves a perfectly unique and
watchable yarn of her own here,
creating characters of surprising
depth and purpose.
Newfoundland-born
actress
Sara Canning deserves high praise

Winnipeg
cinematographer
Paul Suderman does phenomenal work here as well, with a style
reminiscent of the legendary Roger
Deakins (No Country For Old Men,
Fargo), perfectly capturing the
harsh beauty of the prairies.
As the film twists and turns
into its tragic climax, it is clear
Esterhazy cares deeply about the
characters she has created, delicately pushing them towards their
destination. Black Field is a perfect
example of independent cinema
done well: a simple story featuring
deeply convicted characters worth
investing in, executed with precision and affection. Bravo.
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Lixin Fan’s documentary
film Last Train Home is
many things: an exploration

of China’s migrant worker
culture, a study in multinational economics and a contemplation of the struggle
between work and leisure.
But most importantly, it
is a beautiful look at a family attempting to stay together under unimaginably
difficult conditions.
Seqin and Changhua are
two out of  million migrant workers in China.
They spend most of the year
living away from home,
only returning for a few
days during the Chinese
New Year celebrations. This
is done to ensure that their
two children, who are raised
by their grandmother, are
able to stay in school, and
will have a better chance of
escaping the peasant life.
The suffering associated
with this sort of existence
is well documented by Fan,

who spent years with the
family. He achingly captures the parents’ heartbreak
when they hear that their eldest daughter has left school
in order to work, as well as
the violent eruption that
takes place when the normally reserved father can
no longer abide the same
daughter’s disrespect for
her parents and the sacrifice
they’ve made.
In a poignant scene, the
grandmother tells the children that it is important to
taste bitterness in order to
fully appreciate the sweetness of life.
Fan’s film captures the
bitterness of this family’s
struggle so well that we are
left wondering, as the credits roll, whether the sweetness will ever arrive.
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In , Jack Kerouac was
about to hit a wall. His 

book On the Road had made
him a cultural icon of the Beat
movement; but his popularity
had gotten out of hand, and he
continued to sink deeper into
alcoholism.
Finally, when he had had
enough of the New York scene,
he set out across America yet
again, ending up at a secluded
cabin getaway along the Pacific
coast in California. The trip
nearly cost him his life, but it
also produced one of his greatest works, Big Sur.
Curt Worden’s film One Fast
Move or I’m Gone: Kerouac’s Big
Sur attempts to understand
Kerouac by contemplating his
book. As well, the film works
with the story and riffs off of it
with the hope of creating some-

thing new in the process.
We watch as Worden
– through a series of interviews
from many of Kerouac’s contemporaries, as well as later artists who have been influenced
by him (from Tom Waits to
Ben Gibbard) – attempts to
deconstruct the identity of
Kerouac in order to gain some
understanding.
Worden’s camera work, knack
for tastefully incorporating archival footage and acute sense
of pacing make for an enjoyable
and contemplative piece.
However, it is the masterfully
written prose of Kerouac himself, read periodically throughout, which provide the most
beautifully poetic moments of
this highly lyrical film.
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